When builders of the new economy are being bombarded by investment experts, money managers, estate planners, tax advisors, merger mavens, long-lost relatives, and everyone in creation, they quickly conclude the right relationship is everything.
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AMERICAN CONSERVATORY THEATER nurtures the art of live theater through dynamic productions, intensive actor training in its conservatory, and an ongoing dialogue with its community. Under the leadership of Artistic Director Carey Perloff and Managing Director Heather Kitchen, A.C.T. embraces its responsibility to conserve, renew, and reinvent its relationship to the rich theatrical traditions and literatures that are our collective legacy, while exploring new artistic forms and new communities. A commitment to the highest standards informs every aspect of A.C.T.’s creative work.

Founded in 1965 by William Ball, A.C.T. opened its first San Francisco season at the Geary Theater in 1967. In the 1970s, A.C.T. solidified its national and international reputation, winning a Tony Award for outstanding theater performance and training in 1979. During the past three decades, more than 300 A.C.T. productions have been performed to a combined audience of seven million people; today, A.C.T.’s performance, education, and outreach programs annually reach more than 250,000 people in the San Francisco Bay Area. In 1996, A.C.T.’s efforts to develop creative talent for the theater were recognized with the prestigious Jujamcyn Theaters Award.

Since Perloff’s appointment in 1992, A.C.T. has enjoyed continued success with groundbreaking productions of classical works and bold explorations of contemporary playwriting. Guided by Perloff and Kitchen, who joined the company in 1996, A.C.T. has enjoyed a remarkable period of record-breaking audience expansion and renewed financial stability. The company continues to produce challenging theater in the rich context of symposia, audience discussions, and community interaction.

The conservatory, now serving 1,900 students every year, was the first training program not affiliated with a college or university accredited to award a master of fine arts degree. Danny Glover, Annette Bening, Denzel Washington, and Winona Ryder are among the conservatory’s distinguished former students. With the 1995 appointment of Melissa Smith as conservatory director, A.C.T. revitalized its commitment to excellence in actor training and to the relationship between training, performance, and audience. The A.C.T. Master of Fine Arts Program has moved to the forefront of America’s actor training programs, while serving as the creative engine of the company at large.
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Where’s The Soup?

With precision, pride even, the bowl
is set before me. I am dumbfounded.
A lobster medallion and delicate tips of
asparagus rest in the bowl. There is
however, no soup. Seconds later, the
server ladles steaming asparagus soup
into the bowl. The asparagus tips float
around the lobster. Delicious.

Later, as I finish, it dawns on me, why
there was no soup. Every element was
perfect, the asparagus still with a hint
of crispness, the lobster warmed through.
There is only one way to do it right.
Details make the difference.

ONE MARKET
RESTAURANT
1 Market Street, San Francisco • Windows on the new Embarcadero
Lunch • Cocktails • Dinner • Jazz piano • Valet parking • www.onemarket.com
Reservations: 415 777-5577 or: www.opentable.com/reserve/onemarket
Access everything you want to know about A.C.T. and purchase tickets—online 24 hours a day @

www.ACT-SFBAY.org

Join A.C.T.'s popular E-mail Club (accessible through our Web site) for reminders of upcoming shows, special offers and last-minute ticket discounts, and the latest company news.
THE METER IS RUNNING:
TIME’S ALMOST UP FOR THE HEWLETT FOUNDATION GRANT!

There are only a few days left and $50,000 still to be raised to meet the $300,000 challenge grant made by the prestigious William and Flora Hewlett Foundation in recognition of the great strides A.C.T. has made toward fiscal stability in the wake of the Loma Prieta earthquake. Provided A.C.T. can produce an operating surplus of at least $300,000 by June 30 the Hewlett Foundation has offered to match that amount dollar for dollar.

It is critical to the company’s continued success that A.C.T. embark on the millennium deficit free, and the Hewlett Foundation grant will enable us to meet this goal. We’re so close! Please consider making a contribution to help A.C.T. meet this extraordinary one-time challenge. Call Blair Hartley at (415) 439-2353 for more information, or send your gift to: Hewlett Challenge, 30 Grant Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94108.

STEP OVER TO THE MARINES MEMORIAL THEATRE FOR STOMP

A.C.T. is pleased to announce a special arrangement with the producers of STOMP—the unique combination of percussion, movement, and visual comedy that has taken the world’s stages by storm—which began performances May 2 at the Marines Memorial Theatre. This is the first resident company of STOMP outside New York City.

Thanks to the producers of STOMP, A.C.T. patrons can reserve premium seats to designated performances of STOMP, and for every seat you reserve, $5 will be donated by the producers back to A.C.T. to benefit our community outreach programs—including such signature programs as our Student Matinee Series and smaller, intensive programs like the Tenderloin Outreach Project. All told, A.C.T.’s community programs deliver live professional theater and theater training to tens of thousands of children every year.

To obtain the A.C.T. priority seating and to ensure that A.C.T. receives STOMP’s donation, call or visit the Marines Memorial Theatre Box Office—609 Sutter Street at Mason; (toll free) 877-771-6900 and mention the A.C.T.—STOMP promotion at the time of purchase.

YOUNG CONSERVATORY GOES TO LONDON

The A.C.T. Young Conservatory’s first ever theater education trip to London (April 15–22) was a resounding success among the 30 students and six accompanying adults who together explored the heart of the English dramatic tradition. The week-long trip was also a significant milestone in the Young Conservatory’s ongoing expansion of its acclaimed New Plays Program. Under the leadership of Young Conservatory Director Craig Slaught, the New Plays Program has been commissioning distinguished American playwrights to write original age-appropriate plays to be performed by young actors since 1989.

Slaught began to lay the groundwork last year for the New Plays Program’s first transatlantic commission and production, in association with London’s acclaimed Royal National Theatre. British playwright Bryony Lavery has been commissioned to write a new play for A.C.T. which will be performed (with Lavery in residence) at A.C.T. in August. Suzy Graham-Adriani, producer of the National’s youth theater projects, will direct the production.

This spring’s London trip included workshops for A.C.T.’s students in acting techniques and Shakespeare at the Royal National Theatre and lectures and workshops on England’s theater training traditions and physical expression at the Royal Academy of Dramatic Arts. In addition, the student group toured the recently rebuilt Globe Theatre, Windsor Castle, Theatre Royal Drury Lane, and Stratford-upon-Avon.

“It was a thrilling week for all of us, students, parents, and teachers alike,” says Slaught. “I think our students greatly expanded the scope of their theater understanding, grew as artists, and had the tour of a lifetime.” Given the overwhelming success of the trip, Slaught hopes to make the London tour an annual event, available to all high school-age Young Conservatory students.

Following the successful production this spring of Constance Congdon’s Automata Pieta at the Magic Theatre, the Young Conservatory will continue expanding its public presence with a production of Timothy Mason’s Less Than Human Club at the Magic, July 21–30. For tickets, please call (415) 749-2ACT.
FIRST-YEAR M.F.A. STUDENTS TAKE CENTER STAGE

After seven months of intensive classroom study, the 18 first-year students of the A.C.T. Master of Fine Arts Program recently made their A.C.T. performance debuts in studio productions of Anton Chekhov's *Three Sisters* and Henrik Ibsen's *Hedda Gabler*. *Three Sisters* was directed by A.C.T. Associate Artist Gregory Wallace, while Mimi McGurl helmed *Hedda*, adapted by A.C.T. Resident Dramaturg Paul Walsh. Below are a few scenes from these fine productions (photos by Jack Sharrar):
PUSHING THE ARTFORM

For 60 years, American Ballet Theatre has owed international audiences with the most innovative choreographers, designers and dancers known in the world of ballet.

Movado Watch is proud of its decade-long role as a principal benefactor of ABT.

Throughout its history, Movado has been recognized for its innovation: 99 patents; over 200 international awards; watches in museums on five continents.

MOVADO WATCHES ARE EXHIBITED IN THE PERMANENT COLLECTIONS OF MUSEUMS WORLDWIDE

MOVADO
The Museum Watch.
www.movado.com

American Conservatory Theater
in association with Pomegranate Arts Inc.
presents

Cultural Industry's

SHOCKHEADED PETER

A Junk Opera

A Cultural Industry project produced in collaboration with the West Yorkshire Playhouse and Lyric Theatre Hammersmith

Inspired by Der Stresemann, written and illustrated by Heinrich Hoffmann (1844)

Winner of the 1998 Barclays/TMA Best Director Award
Winner of the 1999 Critics' Circle Best Design Award
Nominated for the 1999 South Bank Show Theatre Award
Nominated for the 1999-2000 Drama Desk Best Set and Costume in a Musical and Most Unique Theatrical Experience Awards
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Exclusive U.S. Touring
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Cultural Industry's

SHOCKHEADED PETER

A Junk Opera

"The Struwelpeter Overture"

"Augustus and the Soup"

"The Story of Cruel Frederick"

"The Dreadful Story about Harriet and the Matches"

"The Story of the Man That Went Out Shooting"

"Snip Snip"

"Bully Boys"

"Fidgety Phil"

"Johnny Head-in-Air"

"Flying Robert"

"Shockheaded Peter"

Touring Technical Staff

Company-Production Manager    Paul Crewe
Stage Manager                David Agnew
Chief Electrician            Dexter Tulett
Sound Technician             Roland Higham

A.C.T. Stage Management Intern    Katherine Riemann

There will be no intermission.
STRUWWELPETER: NOTORIOUS ICON OF NAUGHTY CHILDHOOD

by Jack Zipes

Before the arrival of Heinrich Hoffmann’s Struwwelpeter and his badly behaved pals on the mid-19th-century literary scene, literature for the entertainment, as opposed to improvement, of children simply did not exist (outside, perhaps, of Mother Goose, published in France in 1697). Typical pre-19th-century European children’s fare included such dry tomes as Conenius’ Orbis Sensualium Pictus (The Visible World in Pictures, 1659—the first picture book for children), manuals of manners and courtesy, and admonitory religious tracts like Foxe’s Book of Martyrs (1563) and Janeway’s Token For Children: being an Exact Account of the Conversion, Holy and Exemplary Lives, and Joyful Deaths of several young Children (1671-72), with their grisly depictions of death at the stake and the horrors of Hell, used by Puritan parents to keep unruly tots in line. Even the popular books often appropriated by children, including Robinson Crusoe (1719), Gulliver’s Travels (1726), and the dark fables of the brothers Grimm (first published in English in 1823), had originally been written for adults.

In fact the child as we know him did not come into his own as a person worthy of special regard until the late 18th century. Since ancient Greece and Rome, young people had been seen as exactly that—miniature pre-adults, who were dressed, educated, and employed as smaller versions of the citizens they would eventually become. With the rise of the middle class and dissemination of the enlightened views of John Locke and Jean Jacques Rousseau, the idea of writing books specifically for children began to take hold. John Newbery’s Little Pretty Pocket-Book... The use of which will infallibly make Tommy a good Boy and Polly a good Girl (1744) was the first book written (in English) specifically from the child's point of view. Nevertheless, youthful imaginations remained hostage to the forces of the pulpit and the schoolroom, and it was not until the publication of Lewis Carroll’s Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland in 1865, opening the Victorian Golden Age of children’s literature, that the idea of boys and girls reading purely for pleasure became widely accepted.

It was authors like Hoffmann, Carroll, and Edward Lear who brought humor into the picture. By combining gleefully gruesome illustrations with merrily morbid rhymes, Hoffmann became one of the first to temper didacticism with delight. Taking the classical morality tale to hilarious extremes, Hoffmann arouses cries of joy in children across the continent, igniting a tradition that continues today in the macabre visions of Edward Gorey and Tim Burton.

In the introduction (excerpted below) to his new edition of Mark Twain’s 1891 translation of Der Struwwelpeter, preeminent children’s literature scholar Jack Zipes examines the historical connection between societal concern for children’s welfare and the enduring popularity of Hoffmann’s notoriously naughty kids.

Ever since its publication in 1845, Struwwelpeter has enjoyed nothing but success. It has sold in the millions and has been translated into over 100 different languages. As the most famous children’s book in the world, it has been adapted, mocked, parodied, scorned, and celebrated. There is even a museum in Frankfurt am Main to honor this illustrious book and its author, Heinrich Hoffmann.

The origin of Struwwelpeter as notorious icon has a fascinating history, and is one worth retelling because Struwwelpeter’s creator, Heinrich Hoffmann (1809–94), captured the predicament that progressive middle-class parents encountered during the onset of modernity in the western world as they tried to “whip” their children into shape without damaging their potential to become wholesome and successful. It is a dilemma that has not abated, for many politicians and educators are still endeavoring to curb the licentious drives of children and insist that children should be compelled to wear uniforms in public schools and obey special curfews and laws in order to reduce growing violence in our society. Children and schools need to be improved so that children will function smoothly and fit into the socio-economic system that adults support and deem “good.” Good versus slovenliness. Yet these adults do not see themselves as part of the problem of violence in our society. Their focus is on the slovenly Peters of our society whose wild urges need to be repressed.
But I shall return to this topic later. First there is a historical connection between the contemporary concern for children’s welfare and Heinrich Hoffmann that needs to be explored. The German icon of Struwwelpeter literally stands for an entire western socio-psychological complex, illustrative of our changing behavior and attitudes toward children.

A SUITABLE CHILDREN’S BOOK?
Born in June 1809 in Frankfurt am Main, one of the few powerful free cities in the Holy Roman Empire during the Napoleonic Wars, Hoffmann was to become a prime representative of the progressive forces that constituted the educated bourgeois elite of Germany. His father, Philipp Jacob Hoffmann, was an architect and urban engineer who helped build the first modern sewage system in Frankfurt. Hoffmann’s mother died one year after his birth, and though his father later married his dead wife’s sister, he took charge of his only son’s education. Typical in a well-to-do middle-class family were rules and regulations, and every minute of every day was planned. The young Hoffmann, though not a rebel, had difficulty complying with his father’s directives, and he was not an especially good student. He was more of a dreamer and an artist than an achiever, and one day he found the following letter from his father on his desk:

Since Heinrich continues to be undisciplined, frivolous, and forgetful and is no longer whatsoever capable of controlling his active nature according to his own free will in an intelligent and useful way, and as a consequence of this disorderliness, is a disadvantage to himself, I hereby want once again to remind him of his duty and to ask him to return to: order, discipline, industriousness, reasonable division of his time so that he can become a useful member of bourgeois society and so that his parents are at least justified in expecting that he does not drown in the flood of daily common life.

Thanks to his stern and caring father, Hoffmann mended his ways, and by 1829, when he was ready to attend the university in Heidelberg, he had become a diligent student and a prudent aspiring member of bourgeois society. Hoffmann never entirely lost that “spark of dreaminess” or the artistic bent that led to his writing children’s stories and poems, as we shall see. More important, however, was Hoffmann’s great desire to please his father at all costs. He therefore completed his medical studies at the universities of Heidelberg and Halle by 1833 and then spent a year in Paris as an intern at a hospital. A man of strong social conscience, he returned to Frankfurt in 1835 and helped establish one of the first clinics for the poor.

In 1840, Hoffman married Therese Donner, daughter of a respectable businessman, and the following year his wife gave birth to their first son, Carl. They were to have two more children, Antonie Caroline in 1844 and Eduard in 1848. During the early 1840s Hoffmann established himself as a competent doctor, but just as significant was his participation in the cultural life of Frankfurt. He was known and respected by his friends and the public as an occasional poet, who could write songs and poems for all kinds of gatherings and events.

Hoffmann had wit and finesse, and often there was a burr of social criticism in his poetry. In fact, his poems became so popular that he published a collection in 1842. However, they did not contribute nearly as much to his fame as his unusual children’s book would three years later.

The creation of Struwwelpeter actually began some time before Christmas of 1844. Hoffmann was looking for a suitable children’s book as a present for the three-year-old Carl, but the more he looked in the Frankfurt bookshops, the more discouraged he became. The available books were too sentimental, didactic, or boring. So he bought a notebook and decided to write a story and draw pictures in it, which would be his present to his son. In his characteristically casual dilettante fashion, Hoffmann composed five stories in verse and sketched and colored accompanying pictures. When he came to the end of the book, there was an empty page, where he drew the soon-to-be-famous Struwwelpeter and composed his delightful rhyme about the ghastly boy who refuses to cut his nails or hair and is thus repulsive to all who happen to see him.

At first, not many people were meant to see Struwwelpeter. The book was a Christmas present for Carl that December, but everyone who picked it up and read it encouraged Hoffmann to have it published before his son—as children are wont to do—ripped it to shreds. Hoffmann approached a close friend, a publisher named Löwenthal, and they decided to transform the notebook into a children’s book to be sold in 1845. The original title of the book was Der Struwwelpeter oder lustige Geschichten und drollige Bilder für Kinder von 3 bis 6 Jahren (Shameful Peter or Amusing Tales and Droll Pictures for Children from 3 to 6), by Reimerich Kinderlieb, and it contained five tales in rhymed verse. The first edition of 1,500 copies sold out within four weeks. In the second edition of 1846, Hoffmann added two tales; he also changed his pseudonym to Heinrich Kinderlieb. By the fifth edition in 1850, two more tales were added, and Struwwelpeter’s picture and ditty were moved to the front of the book to remain there forever. It was also at this time that Hoffmann allowed his real name to appear on the cover of the book. The original pseudonym, loosely translated...
Shockheaded Peter, a unique collaboration among some of the most creative members of Britain's "alternative" art scene, is in many ways the brainchild of Michael Morris, director of the London-based international production company Cultural Industry. It was Morris, inspired by childhood memories of Heinrich Hoffmann’s classic children's book, who brought together Julian McDermott, Phelim McDermott, and the Tiger Lillies to create the boundary-blowing, phantasmagorical combination of music, dance, and theater that has made Shockheaded Peter a hit on four continents.

Just before the show's New York premiere last fall, Morris spoke with Simon McBurney, the artistic director of the English troupe Théâtre de Complicité, about the "collective nightmare" that is Shockheaded Peter. The following conversation first appeared in the New York Times on October 17, 1999.

MCBURNEY: Did you expect Shockheaded Peter, which was essentially born out of the alternative theater, to be as popular as it has been, with three or four returns to London, offers from the West End and New York, and sold-out engagements around the world?

MORRIS: Actually, I try never to second-guess where projects might go because each is a journey and the excitement is having no idea where you're going to end up. With Shockheaded Peter, it wasn't clear what we had until the audience was in the theater. Our first preview in London was a real disaster. Then, quite suddenly, the press night was a huge success and I still can't tell you what was different. Something happened, which has continued to happen...
Come to A.C.T. for the most entertaining education in town. A.C.T. offers several ways for you to learn about the season’s productions and to express your views on the issues they raise:

**A.C.T. PROLOGUES**

These lively half-hour presentations are conducted by each show’s director and are open to the public regardless of whether you are seeing the performance that evening. Prologues, sponsored by the Junior League of San Francisco, are a perfect way to get a behind-the-scenes look at the creative process behind each production. Prologues are held before the Tuesday preview of every production, at 5:30 p.m., in the Geary Theater. Doors open at 5 p.m.

**AUDIENCE EXCHANGES**

These informal, anything-goes sessions are a great way to share your feelings and reactions with fellow theatergoers. Audience Exchanges take place in the Geary Theater for 30 minutes immediately after selected performances and are moderated by A.C.T. staff members and artists.

**WORDS ON PLAYS**

Each entertaining and informative audience handbook contains advance program notes, a synopsis of the play, and additional background information about the playwright and the social and historical context of the work. A subscription for seven handbooks is available by mail to full-season subscribers for $42; limited copies of handbooks for individual plays are also available for purchase at the Geary Theater Box Office, located at 405 Geary Street at Mason, and at the merchandise stand in the main lobby of the Geary Theater, for $8 each.

---

**MORE THAN 35 FEET OF DRAWER SPACE**

**LESS THAN 7 FEET OF WALL SPACE**

**Stickley** Metropolitan Collection

_ Est. 1948_  
Noriega Furniture  
CALIFORNIA'S OLDEST STICKLEY DEALER  
1455 TARAVAL ST.  
SAN FRANCISCO  
415-564-4110  
TUES, WED, FRI 10 TO 5:30  
THUR 1 TO 9  
SAT 10 TO 5  
800-664-4110  
www.noriegafurniture.com/metro
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MAGNIFICAT
Voices and Instruments of the Early Baroque

September 30–October 1, 2000
THE SONG OF SONGS
Settings of Solomon’s poetry by Palestrina,
Monteverdi, Charpentier, and others.

December 8–10, 2000
CANTATA FOR CHRISTMAS EVE
Giuseppe Paccieri

February 2–4, 2001
VESPRO DELLA BEATA VERGINE
Chiara Margarita Cozzolani

April 8–10, 2001
ACTÉON
Marc-Antoine Charpentier

Fridays in Palo Alto, Saturdays in Berkeley, Sundays in San Francisco
415/979-4500  magnificatsf.com
vicky hart/mezzo-soprano
valery ryvkin/conductor

vicky: the arts is not the most stable career. then, when you have a child, the uncertainty really hits home.

but little by little leila's taught us how to balance this sometimes precarious life in the arts with the need for long-term financial well-being. she took the time to find out who we are...what's important to us...

we couldn't be doing this if we thought we were compromising amanda's future.

"amanda's needs are not negotiable"

leila ross/financial consultant

leila: vicky's instincts were to put their assets in a nice safe place...t-bills and cds.

we took a hard look at what they really needed—immediate and long term—and put together a plan. eventually, we created a portfolio designed not only for growth but also for a steady income so vicky could devote herself full-time to her singing.

then amanda came along, which gave a whole new meaning to "long-term investing."
JULIAN CROUCH (Codirector/Codeigner) and PHELIN MCDERMOTT (Codirector) have collaborated on many productions in recent years, creating live performances from unusual materials and blurring the boundary between director and designer to produce an inventiveness rare in current theater practice. Their production of A Midsummer Night’s Dream for the English Shakespeare Company won the Bar- days/TMA Award for best production and toured the United Kingdom and abroad in 1997. Earlier collaborations include The Government Inspector and The Hunchback of Notre Dame for West Yorkshire Playhouse and Dr. Faustus and Improbable Tales for Nottingham Playhouse.

Along with Lee Simpson, Crouch and McDermott formed their own company, Improbable Theatre. Their productions of Animo, 70 Hill Lane, Lifegame, and Angela Carter’s Cinderella have gained far-reaching national and international recognition, winning several major awards. Their new show Coma, based on the work of Arnold Hindell, began touring in March 1999. For more information about Improbable Theatre, visit www.improbable.co.uk.

While also a regular with the Comedy Store Players, McDermott has made varied contributions as an actor to radio, film, and television, from Too Clever by Half and A Flea in Her Ear at the Old Vic Theatre in London to the feature films Robin Hood and Peter Greenaway’s Baby of Maaon.

Crouch’s work as a designer/art director and specialist maker ranges from films by Ken Russell and Steven Spielberg to cult television shows and pop videos. Site-specific work includes projects with Trickster and Welfare State International. He has also designed for numerous theaters and opera houses and recently made the move from designing to directing. He is currently developing projects with Ragdoll Productions and designing and directing Coma for Improbable Theatre. He is also responsible for Stick, Improbable’s ever-developing site-specific production.

JULIAN BLEACH (Creator/Performer)’s credentials as both classical actor and physical performer are diverse. His previous work with Phelin McDermott and Julian Crouch includes their production of A Midsummer Night’s Dream for the English Stage Company and The Government Inspector at the West Yorkshire Playhouse. A member of The David Glass Ensemble, he toured with Gormenghast and plays the lead in the surreal film Beg! for Stark Films. He also appears in Mike Leigh’s latest film, Topsy Turvy.

ANTHONY CAIRNS (Creator/Performer) first came into contact with Julian Crouch while performing onboard the Fitzcarraldo on route to Ayr, with Gulliver’s Travels for Walk the Plank, marine theater contractors. He has appeared often at the Contact Theatre in Manchester and Nottingham Playhouse and on radio and television for the BBC and Granada. He played Busy Bee in Hanif Kureishi’s feature film London Kills Me for Working Title Pictures.

GRAEME GILMOUR (Creator/Codeigner) has worked with many companies both in the United Kingdom and abroad in theater and continued on page 36
television, street festivals, large-scale fire shows, and outdoor site-specific projects. His various roles include designer, maker, musician, and performer or a combination of them all. He has designed shows in the past with Julian Crouch, most recently *Sticky*, and has worked with Crouch and Phelim McDermott on *Anime*, Improbable Theatre’s improv show, and *Cinderella*, the 1998 Lyric Christmas show. His international work includes projects with the Dutch company Dogtroep and the French company Collective Organum. He most recently designed *Project X*, a space rocket for Glasgow’s millennium celebrations, and is working with Crouch on Oxfordshire 2000’s millennium show.

**Tamzin Griffin** *(Creator/Performer)* has worked as a performer/creator with a range of artists and companies. In addition to United Kingdom and international touring with *Semblance* and *The Handsome Foundation* (both presented at the Royal Court Theatre, London, and recipients of Barclays New Stages Awards), she has worked with such artists as Bobby Baker, Stephen Taylor Woodrow, and Industrial & Domestic Theatre Contractors. She can currently be seen in Channel 4’s Emmy Award–winning all-girl sketch show, “Smack the Pony.” To toddlers she is best known for her character The Funny Lady, a regular feature of the BBC’s “Teletubbies.”

**Ewan Hunter** *(Performer)* is a sculptor and designer working prominently in the field of outdoor events and pyrotechnics, theater, and television. His work has taken him from Sauchiehall Street to Shanghai, working with UZ Productions, the NVA organization, Improbable Theatre, and the BBC, among many others. A founding member of the performance and events company Acme Presentations, he now lives and works in Glasgow, Scotland, and is a director of the multidisciplinary Scott Associates Sculpture and Design.

**Jon Linstrum** *(Lighting Designer)* collaborates regularly with Phelim McDermott and Julian Crouch in Improbable Theatre. He lit their recent *Cinderella* at the Lyric Hammersmith, London; other shows have included *A Midsummer Night’s Dream*, *Dr. Faustus*, and *The Hunchback of Notre Dame*. He is also production manager of Improbable’s outdoor site-specific show *Sticky*, which has been seen in Glasgow and Zurich. Other recent lighting designs have included *A Clockwork Orange* (Northern Stage national tour), *And Nothing But the Truth* (V-To shared Dance Company international tour), Ben Elton’s *Popcorn* (Apollo, London), and *Blast from the Past* (West Yorkshire Playhouse). Linstrum is also production manager for the Stockton International Riverside Festival—the largest outdoor theater event in the United Kingdom—and for the Islington International Festival.

**Jo Pocock** *(Creator)*’s work ranges from design to musical instrument making, puppetry, and hat making. She has worked with Welfare State International, Horse and Bamboo, Walk the Plank, and UZ Ltd. on outdoor site-specific events, installations, and theater. She was
profiling in “Celebration!” a Granada television production about women artists working in the northwest of England, and was a member of the design team for Phelim McDermott and Julian Crouch’s production of *A Midsummer Night’s Dream* for the English Shakespeare Company.

**KEVIN POLLARD** (Costume Designer) started his theatrical career working in set and costume design with theater-in-education companies. His work includes *Pere Ubu* (codesign with Richard Foxton) and *Out in the City* and *Tom Sawyer* (codesign with Simon Banam), all for Contact Theatre in Manchester. He first met and worked with Julian Crouch and Phelim McDermott on their production of *The Government Inspector*, which led to a later collaboration on *A Midsummer Night’s Dream* for the English Shakespeare Company.

**MIC POOL** (Sound Designer)’s 21-year career in theater sound has taken him from the Royal Court Theatre (Touched, Faith Healer) to the Lyric Theatre Hammersmith (Dr. Faustus, The Wild Duck) and Tynie Theatre Company (Nose and Throat, The American Clock), and on international tour with Ballet Rambert. His current residency at the West Yorkshire Playhouse—where he is also associate director—has encompassed more than 80 productions, including *Foe* (with Théâtre de Complicité), Irvine Welsh’s *You’ll Have Had Your Hole*, and *The Hunchback of Notre Dame* with Phelim McDermott and Julian Crouch. Other work includes *Art* (West End and Broadway), *Roud* (Royal Exchange Theatre, Manchester), and *When We Are Married* (Chichester Festival Theatre and West End).

**REBEKAH WILD** (Performer) has worked in theater for many years in New Zealand and the United Kingdom as a puppeteer, puppet maker, deviser, and still performer. Companies include the New Zealand Puppet Theatre, Pantheatre Poneke, Little Angel Theatre, Movingstage Marionette Theatre, and the Edinburgh Puppet Company. She has been involved in devising site-specific, community, and street theater, and her still theater show *Contortion* was included in the Best of the Fringe in Wellington, 1997. Along the way, she has managed a juggling shop, studied, fixed puppets for *The Lion King*, made costumes for jugglers, and asbeiled from high ceilings on stilts.

**THE TIGER LILLIES** (Music) defy any singular description and operate within their own eccentric definitions. Formed in 1989, they have spent much of the last ten years living as itinerant musicians traveling from town to town around Europe. Their songs (once described as “surrealist pornography”) are captured on numerous albums, including *Brothel to the Cemetery, Fannystock, Ad Nauseam*, and *Births, Marriages and Deaths*, on Misery Guts Music. The album of *Shockedhead Peter* marks their major label debut on Warner Classics/NVC Arts. The band's activities can be monitored at www.tigerlillies.com.

**MARTYN JACQUES** (Musical Director/Vocals/Accordion) is the founder of The Tiger Lillies and spent much of his early years living above a brothel in London’s Soho district. His songs describe (in lurid detail) pimps, prostitutes, drug addicts, losers, and other unsavory characters. He wrote the music for *Shockedhead Peter* and his adaptation of the text has been published as a book, *The Ultimate Shockedhead Peter*.

**ADRIAN HUGG** (Drums) worked in butcher shops, pie shops, banks, motorcycle shops, and as a ham-fisted-but-cheap car mechanic before cofounding in 1982 Dover’s only surreal theatrical jazz/punk/calypso comedy ensemble, Uncle Lumpy and the Fish Doctors. The group floundered shortly after arriving in London in 1989 with their unique brand of Dover soul; this coincided with the formation of The Tiger Lillies and the start of his bashing ever smaller recycled drums, toys, and kitchenware.

**ADRIAN STOUT** (Double Bass) has played country, blues, jazz, et al. in various known and lesser-known bands throughout the United Kingdom, Europe, and as far afield as India. Co-opted by The Tiger Lillies for 1995’s Edinburgh Festival, this once-serious musician has found himself dancing in lederhosen, making love to inflatable sheep, and dressing as a prostitute. He also designed and maintains the Shockedhead Peter and Tiger Lillies Web sites.

**CULTURAL INDUSTRY, LTD.** (Producer) is an independent international production company, based in London, which produces and presents new work across a complete spectrum of the performing arts. Established in 1987 by Michael Morris, Cultural Industry works with Laurie Anderson, Pina Bausch, Brian Eno, La La Human Steps, Robert Lepage, and Robert Wilson, among many others, in a range of leading venues throughout the United Kingdom. From 1994 to 1997, Cultural Industry produced and presented *Now You See It*, a regular series at the South Bank Centre, London, featuring international collaborations and one-off projects between a range of leading international artists in music and dance. Michael Morris is also codirector of Artangel, commissioning and producing new work by exceptional artists in unusual locations.

**POMEGRANATE ARTS, INC.** (U.S. Tour Producer), founded by Linda Greenberg in 1998, is an independent production company dedicated to the development of international performing arts projects. Pomegranate Arts is the producer of the current production of *Dracula: The Music and Film*, with original music by Philip Glass performed live by Philip Glass and the Kronos Quartet to Universal Pictures’ 1931 classic film *Dracula*, starring Bela Lugosi. Pomegranate Arts is also the producer of the U.S. premiere tour of Cultural Industry’s *Shockedhead Peter*. Other international projects include the American launch of Brazilian vocalist Virginia Rodrigues, a Hanibal artist.
MCBURNERY: I love the improvisatory quality of the piece, the beautiful cardboard sets, fantastic puppetry, and the brilliantly judged self-mocking performances. One is aware of the process of theater, yet at the same time drawn inexorably into the atmosphere of the piece. As a child, I always adored and was terrified by Stürm der Liebe, or Slovenly Peter, particularly the drawings.

MORRIS: About half the audience in Britain came because they remember being haunted by this story. The great thing about Hoffmann was that he used an everyday language that poetry wasn’t normally written in. He wrote these poems for the same reason we wanted to make the show. He tried to find a book for his kids, but all those he saw around him were sentimental, sanitized, and safe, so he thought, Well, I’ll write something myself. From his work in a psychiatric hospital, he would draw pictures and give them to his children, who, no doubt, reacted as we did.

When we were thinking about developing Shockheaded Peter, my own children were quite young. I had a real problem taking them to the theater because everything was too sugary. And I thought right away this could be the theatrical equivalent of “The Simpsons” or of a Tim Burton film.

MCBURNERY: South Park?

MORRIS: Absolutely. Hoffmann wrote this as a parody; it’s extremely funny...

MCBURNERY: And part of the laughter seems to come from the pleasure of knowing that you shouldn’t quite tell these stories to children.

MORRIS: We thought more about the adults when we were making it. We never promoted it as a children’s show. We wanted people to discover that it was a great event for children. If we had just put it in a box marked “Kids’ Theater” it wouldn’t have worked because it needs a mixed audience. Everybody has to be there together. This show is for many different audiences.

MCBURNERY: Its originality stems from this mixture of the experimental, the dangerous, and the entertainment, but its creators, Phelim McDermott and Julian Crouch, who did the award-winning 70 Hill Lane as part of their Improbable Theatre, are hardly pillars of the establishment.

MORRIS: Yes, Phelim and Julian are outcasts from the mainstream of theater. Me, too. I’m not involved in the mainstream of theater at all, and Martyn Jacques, the singer and composer of the music, and the band The Tiger Lillies, are outcasts from the music industry, if you like. When they send resumes to the A&R men of record companies, the response is, “What’s this?” Somehow this outsider piece of theater has hit a nerve, drawing audiences that would never go and see “experimental theater,” as it was called.
McBURNEY: Hitting a nerve. Outsiders. Perhaps that accounts for the success of productions like The Chairs [by Ionesco]. And yet there is no such thing as an avant-garde anymore. It ended in the 1950s and ‘60s. Once you’ve arrived at Beckett’s play Breath, in which only one breath is heard, how far avant can you push the garde? What has happened ever since is that people have started to cross over into other forms. That is not a modern thing, that is how Renaissance theater worked. It is one of the characteristics that makes Shockheaded Peter so interesting; the reclaiming of skills of puppetry, the little shiftings of scenery and the integration of the musicians and the actors. We see the actors involved in the act of making the theater as well as performing in it. At the same time, it is difficult to talk about a theater scene in Britain. I wouldn’t be able to put my finger on one, even though I get a feeling of a certain amount of excitement, a sort of groping toward new expression.

MORRIS: Labels such as avant-garde or alternative seem to be historical rather than something that is useful now. What is happening today is a crossover into other forms. Dance has appropriated the language of theater; theater now regularly avails itself of multimedia technology; in fact, theater itself is no longer necessarily the place where the most interesting theatrical events take place. So, I think you’re right. There isn’t a theater scene the way there is one, for example, in the visual arts.

There probably is in music, in literature, too, but in theater not. I must say I feel less and less a part of the theater and less and less inclined to go. I’m not really interested in theater per se, or dance per se, or in the visual arts exclusively. What I am interested in is this: artists who, perhaps trained in those disciplines, have made it their purpose to move away and redefine and celebrate the kind of blurring of the boundaries between what they trained in and other disciplines.

McBURNEY: It’s true. The traditional separations between writer, director, designer, and performer are breaking down. Authorship has become much broader.

MORRIS: It’s interesting that audiences seem also to respond to this freewheeling. They have no problem; imaginative experiment and entertainment are right at the heart of things.

That’s why it’s fantastic to be sitting now at the top of the century and to be able to look back and just take what you need or what is going to serve the idea you want to express without any kind of problem. And I suppose we stopped, thankfully, referring to that as “post-modernism.” It was an attempt to define something that is really indefinable, the desire to be liberated from all these labels and say, OK, well, yes, I’ll take a bit of that and create something new out of the ashes of something that no longer exists. Because the only thing that’s important in the end is the way you look at the world.
According to Hoffmann, none of these lessons in verse would have much effect on children without the illustrations. In his autobiography he wrote:

The child learns simply only through the eye, and it only understands that which it sees. It does not know anything whatsoever to do with moral precepts. The warnings—Don’t get dirty! Be careful with matches and leave them alone! Behave yourself!—are empty words for the child. But the portrayal of the dirty slob, the burning dress, the inattentive child who has an accident—these scenes explain themselves just through the looking that also brings about the teaching. In other words, it is in the process of gazing at something that tells a story or illustrates a lesson that the child will learn what to do in specific situations.

Obviously, for children between the ages of three and six, the intended audience of the book, this is true. But both the pictures and the cute rhymes reinforce one another to form total texts that leave little room for a child’s or an adult’s reflection. The words and images are explicit and formulaic—a (naughty child) + b (disobedience) = c (punishment)—and reinforce a patriarchal...
chal symbolic code. Their saving grace—what distinguished them from most of the didactic children’s literature being produced at that time—was the humor.

The light verse and the naïve comical sketches undermine the cruel punishments that many of the characters suffer. Hoffmann had actually learned in his practice as a doctor that if he drew a comical figure and made up a dirty while treating a young patient, the child would forget his or her fears. The exaggerated features in the drawings and the preposterous situations commented on by a voice that speaks in doggerel are not bound to scare readers. More likely, they will and did evoke smiles. Nevertheless, Hoffmann’s book is nothing to smile about, for it reveals a deadly process of dampening instinctual drives in the name of bourgeois civilization.

CELEBRATING CORPORAL PUNISHMENT

Struwwelpeter was not a radical book and did not approach the question of cruelty, sadism, and punishment much differently from other children’s books and fairy tales during the first half of the 19th century. We simply have to recall that Grimm’s fairy tales included many in which young people are battered, abused, abandoned, and murdered. Eyes are peeled out. Hands are cut off. Heads are chopped off. In Hans Christian Anderson’s “Little Red Shoes,” a poor girl is punished by having her feet sliced off. Throughout Europe and North America, children were faced with images of the inferno and the devil, who was waiting for them to make a mistake so he could drag them off to hell. Corporal punishment was commonplace. Children were expected to obey their elders no matter how deceitful and brutal the adults were. There were few laws governing child labor; that is, the exploitation of child labor, nor were there family laws that might protect children from abusive parents. Childhood was gradually becoming institutionalized through the family and new school systems in order to produce hardworking, productive, and manipulable individuals who would understand how to rationalize their lives for the benefit of the market and sociopolitical order. The danger, of course, was that the more people learned to read and write and became exposed to different forms of discourse, the more easily they could develop a consciousness that could not be controlled. That is why children’s literature became so important during the 19th century, and that is why a book like Struwwelpeter had such a significant reception and still resonates with us today.

Children’s literature was in its infancy in the first half of the 19th century, and as it instituted itself, the texts, used in many different ways, became the arena in which battles were fought over the bodies and souls of children. (And it is not much different today, although we now rely more on the visual images in film and on the TV screen to create impressions of young people’s bodies and minds.) The debate about proper reading matter for children, how to delight and instruct at the same time, originated in the 18th century as the middle classes were assuming power. By the 19th century, a general consensus had been reached, and the publication of books, texts, pictures, and other artifacts for children reflected the enlightened belief that human beings could be molded, improved, and civilized.

In Germany, Struwwelpeter was especially valuable in the middle-class socialization process, because it was among the first books with pictures to be created for the three- to six-year-old age group. Though many other kinds of literature were produced for children during the middle of the 19th century, no other book of its kind unleashed a series of imitations that celebrated corporal punishment the way Struwwelpeter did. In numerous picture books that followed, children are brutally beaten, thrown into dark cellars and dungeons, tortured by doctors, kidnapped, eaten by animals, placed on exhibition in cages, starved to death, fed until they burst, and transformed into ghastly beasts.

Yet, imitations of Struwwelpeter were not limited to Germany. One of the early adaptations of the book, Slowly Peter’s Story Book, Containing The Dirty Little Child, The Little Glutton, Tom the Thief, Little Jacob, Sammy Ticktooth, Untidy Tom, Little Such-a-Thumb, Johnny Sliderugs, Carrie and the Candle, and Rocking Philip, was published in 1869 in New York. This American story, written in “Struwwelpeter fashion,” is highly significant not simply because of its clear imitation of Hoffmann’s narrative technique and pedagogy, but because it was one of hundreds that were disseminated throughout Europe and North America for middle-class readers, and because it indicated, like its predecessor, a shift in attitude toward children and what children were to become not only in Germany but throughout the western world.

THE “GOOD BAD BOY”

The love and care of parents for their children have always been ambivalent and have assumed many strange forms. The 19th century saw a shift in social attitudes toward children of great import: gradually, western societies sought not only to turn them into obedient boys and girls but also into commercial investments and social engineering
projects. This was the era when tortuous instruments were invented to keep children's posture straight, when lines were used to keep correct writing uniform, when parents and educators could use corporal punishment as they wished to compel children to follow their will. It was the era in which Darwin's notion of survival of the fittest was popularized and when Arthur de Gobineau's theories of race were propagated, which were later to lead to ideas of racial genocide. Humankind could be improved through science, technology, and education, provided that the right elite groups maintained control and set the standards for the masses, generally considered slovenly, unruly, and dirty.

If one were to do a survey of the hundreds if not thousands of *Strowwelpeter* adaptations throughout the world, it would become quickly apparent that the figure of Strowwelpeter has served a variety of purposes, and that his features and stories keep changing. Already in the 19th century he was depicted as a radical figure by German leftist, while in the 20th century some British illustrators associated him with Hitler, and there is an American version that transforms Strowwelpeter into Tricky Dick Nixon.

Though it is difficult to pinpoint an exact date, the rise of *Strowwelpeter*'s popularity in the mid-19th century marks a time when western societies were becoming more child-oriented. The focus on the child meant greater care, education, and surveillance for all children on different levels. The body of the child became the arena in which battles over social laws, ethics, morals, labor practices, physics, reform, etc., were fought and continue to be fought. More to the point, it was over and through the child's body that social and political discourses were mapped and contested. The projections that various groups of educators and politicians imagined for improving society and substantiating their claims about the improbability of society were cast on the child. In America, such writers as Mark Twain and Booth Tarkington wrote about the "good bad boy," who, like Huck Finn, would rather go to hell than he civilized. In Germany, Hoffman's pictures and verses had a direct influence on Wilhelm Busch's famous *Max und Moritz* (1865), which portrayed the two mischievous brothers who led to the American creation of the Katzenjammer Kids in 1889 and paved the way for many future delightful brats, including the contemporary Dennis the Menace.

Today, Strowwelpeter as icon is a joke. But the desperate lives that many of our children are compelled to lead cannot be considered a joke, for they pay a great price not to become slovenly Peters. Sometimes guiled, sometimes tortured, and sometimes remarkably sane and courageous, our children survive their upbringing only to face the quandary that overzealous perfectionist parents conceived in the 19th century and transformed into a highly efficacious system in the 20th. Most children make compromises with this system. Ironically, the most important question that the comical icon of Strowwelpeter now raises is: Haven't we done enough disciplining and punishing?
numerous off-off Broadway plays. Smith holds a B.A. in English and theater from Yale College and an M.F.A. in acting from the Yale School of Drama.

JAMES HAIRE (Producing Director) began his career on Broadway with Eva Le Gallienne's National Repertory Theater. He also stage-managed the Broadway productions of And Miss Reardon Drinks A Little and Georgy (a musical by Carole Bayer Sager), as well as the national tour of Woody Allen's Don't Drink the Water. Off Broadway he produced Ibsen's Little Eyolf (directed by Marshall W. Mason) and Shaw's Arms and the Man. Haire joined A.C.T. in 1971. He and his department were awarded Theater Crafts International's award for excellence in the theater in 1989, and in 1992 Haire was awarded a lifetime achievement award by the Bay Area Theatre Critics' Circle.

CRAIG SLIGHT (Young Conservatory Director) spent ten years in Los Angeles directing theater and television before joining A.C.T. in 1988. An award-winning educator, Slight is a consultant to the Educational Theater Association and the National Foundation for Advancement in the Arts and is a frequent speaker and adjudicator throughout the country. He has published ten anthologies for young actors, three of which were selected by the New York Public Library as "Outstanding Books for the Teenage." In 1989, he founded the Young Conservatory's New Plays Program, 11 new works by professional playwrights have been developed, nine of which have been published by Smith & Kraus in New Plays from A.C.T.'s Young Conservatory. In January 1998 Carey Perloff awarded Slight the first Artistic Director's Award for his contributions to A.C.T.

BRUCE WILLIAMS (Director of Summer Training Congress & Community Programs) has had a 24-year working relationship with A.C.T., where he has taught in the Advanced Training Program (ATP), Summer Training Congress, and Studio A.C.T. (which he also administrates), directed numerous ATP studio productions, and acted in more than 40 mainstage productions. He has also performed on numerous other West Coast stages and has worked extensively in film, television, and voice-over.

PAUL WALSH (Dramaturg, Director of Humanities) joined A.C.T. in 1996 after eight years with Theatre de la Jeanne Lune, where he worked on such award-winning projects as Children of Paradise: Shooting a Dream, Gominal, Don Juan Giovanni, and The Hunchback of Notre Dame. His translation of Strindberg's Creditor was produced by CSG, Kitchen Dog Theatre, and A.C.T.; his translation of Ibsen's Hedda Gabler was produced by Hidden Theatre, the Penobscot Theater, and the Actor's Collective. Thanks to an NEA grant, he is working on Ibsen's Peer Gynt with Kevin Kling and David Eshjornson. Walsh received his Ph.D. in drama from the University of Toronto in 1988 and taught at Southern Methodist University 1989-95. Publications include articles in The Production Notebooks, Re-interpreting Brecht, Strindberg's Dramaturgy, Theatre Symposiums, Essays in Theatre, Studio Neophiologia, Canadian Theatre Review, and Contemporary Literary Criticism Yearbook.

MERYL LIND SHAW (Artistic Manager/Casting Director) joined the A.C.T. artistic staff in 1993. During the previous 17 years, she stage-managed more than 60 productions throughout the Bay Area, including A.C.T.'s Bon Appetit! and Creditors. She was resident stage manager at Berkeley Repertory Theatre for 12 years and production stage manager at the Berkeley Shakespeare Festival for three seasons. She was active with Actors' Equity Association for many years and served on the AEA negotiating committee in 1992 and 1993. Other casting projects include San Francisco's Picasso at the Lapin Agile and the CD-ROM game Olsidian.
TAKE STOCK IN A.C.T.
There are many creative ways to give to A.C.T. All are tax deductible and offer A.C.T. donors a tremendous opportunity to:

Avoid capital gains taxes on the sale of appreciated stock;
Create an income-tax deduction equal to the fair-market value of the stock at the time of transfer; and
Generate a more significant gift than if you were just writing a check.

Additional ways to contribute to A.C.T.'s success include:

Cash—one of the most familiar ways to give;
Property—most real estate and personal property qualify as tax-deductible charitable gifts; and
Life Insurance—the cash value of your current paid-up life insurance policy can benefit A.C.T.

PLANNED GIVING
Many people who could not otherwise contribute to A.C.T. as generously as they would like find they are able to do so with a carefully planned gift. You can make a valuable long-term contribution to great theater by:

Making a bequest to A.C.T.—please let us know if you have included A.C.T. in your will or estate plans; or

Creating a life-income charitable trust with A.C.T.—you can gain an immediate and substantial tax deduction, increased annual income paid to you for life, freedom from investment worries, and avoidance of capital gains taxes when you transfer appreciated property to a charitable remainder trust.

To find out more about ways to give to A.C.T. please contact:

A.C.T. Manager of Individual Giving Michele Casau
30 Grant Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94108
(415) 439-2451

ALICE @ 97.3 FM
CORPORATE SPONSOR
Alice @ 97.3 FM burst upon the Bay Area radio scene in June 1996 and rapidly became one of San Francisco's favorite stations, playing a great mix of music from such artists as Dave Matthews, Santana, Natalie Merchant, R.E.M., Sheryl Crow, Alanis Morissette, U2, and more. With Sarah and Vinnie hosting the morning show, Alice @ 97.3 is also one of the most talked-about radio stations in the Bay Area, as well as the recipient of several local newspaper readers' choice awards and national awards from industry magazines Radio & Records, Billboard, and Gavin, where Alice was voted station of the year for 1999. Alice @ 97.3 is proud to support A.C.T.

FIRST REPUBLIC BANK
CORPORATE SPONSOR
First Republic Bank is a full-service bank with offices in five metropolitan areas—the San Francisco Bay Area, Los Angeles, San Diego, Las Vegas, and New York. Publicly traded on the New York Stock Exchange, the bank is small enough to know each customer and pay attention to detail, yet, with $3.8 billion in assets, is large enough to provide a wealth of products and services and, more importantly, to offer stability and a strong capital foundation. First Republic Bank's success is its customer service orientation and commitment to providing outstanding relationship-based service.

First Republic offers a variety of FDIC-insured personal and business banking products, including Internet banking at firstpub.com, private banking services, and a full range of lending products. Investment management services are available through Trainor, Wortham & Company, and trust services are available through First Republic Trust Company.
A.C.T. CONTRIBUTORS

American Conservatory Theater is deeply grateful for the generous support of the many individuals, corporations, foundations, and government agencies whose contributions make great theater possible. The list below reflects gifts received between March 1, 1999, and April 1, 2000.

GOVERNMENT, FOUNDATION, AND CORPORATE SPONSORS

$100,000 AND ABOVE
Anonymous
Grants for the Arts of the San Francisco Hotel Tax
The William and Flora Hewlett Foundation
Steve Silverman Productions, Inc.
Visa U.S.A., Inc.

$50,000-$99,999
California Arts Council
Jewels of Charity, Inc.
The National Corporate Theater Fund
The National Endowment for the Arts
Bernard Osher Foundation
PG&E Corporation
The Shubert Foundation

$25,000-$49,999
BankAmerica Foundation
Miriam and Peter Haus Fund
Howard, Riese, Nemirovsky, Canady, Falk & Rabin
KOFY
The Peter J. Overas Trust of the San Francisco Foundation
SBC Foundation
Theatre Communications Group, Inc.
United Airlines
Van Loben Sels Foundation
Westin St. Francis

$10,000-$24,999
Bay Guardian
Frank A. Campini Foundation
Contra Costa Newspapers, Inc.
The Creative Work Fund
First Crush
First Republic Bank
The Fleishhacker Foundation
Ira and Leonore Gershwin Philanthropic Fund
Richard and Rhoda Goldman Fund
Colin Higgins Foundation, advised by the Tides Foundation
KGO AM 810
KOFF
KQED
Koret Foundation
Levi Strauss Foundation
Montgomery Street Foundation
Roberts Foundation
Northfield & Miller
The Oddfellows Fund
Resolution Laser Printer Repair
Rockefeller Foundation
San Francisco Hilton & Towers
Charles Schwab & Co., Inc.
Thelen, Martin, Johnson & Bridges

$5,000-$9,999
Capital Group Companies
Catering With Style
The Gift Hotel
CompUSA
Harry Denton's Starlight Room
Grand Hyatt San Francisco
KPMG Peat Marwick
La Scena Restaurant
The LEE Foundation
Morrison & Foerster
Piedmont Piano Company
Private Financial Services
Edna M. Reinhut Foundation
SBC Foundation
Sequoia Trust
Yank Sing

$2,500-$4,999
Bear Strauss/The Monterey Fund
Cal Arts/Pool/Bell Market
CMM Foundation
The William C. Gilmore Foundation
Transamerica Foundation

$1,000-$2,499
Anonymous
Mervyn L. Brenner Foundation
Eldorado Foundation
Franklin Templeton Group
Hamblett & Quist
The James Irvine Foundation
Reedystone Packard Company
Ira and Libbie Fleis Foundation
Maison Navigation/Alexander & Baldwin Foundation

$500-$999
Bankers Trust Foundation
THW Foundation

INDIVIDUAL SUPPORTERS

DIAMOND BENEFACOR ($25,000 AND ABOVE)
Anonymous
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon P. Getty
Sally and Bill Hambrecht
Mr. James C. Hormel
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon P. Getty
Sally and Bill Hambrecht
Mr. James C. Hormel

Bart and Dee Dee McMurtry
Mr. Tim Rembe and Mr. Arthur Rock
Alan L. and Ruth Stein
The Estate of Harry J. Wagner

FRIENDS OF TOM STOPPARD
Barbara and Gerson Bakar
Mr. Richard Goldman
Merrim and Peter Haus
Mrs. Sandra S. Lloyd

Mr. Tom O. Bollwitz
Ms. Steven C. Phillips
Mr. Philip Schlenke
Mr. foldy Schreiber
Mr. Don Selinger
Mr. A. Joe Shervin
Dr. and Mrs. Gideon Sonson
Monte and Ruth Baker Tools
Mrs. James L. Walker III

BRONZE BENEFACOR ($3,000-$4,999)
Anonymous
Mr. Jan and Dora Sheth

GOLD BENEFACOR ($10,000-$24,999)
Anonymous
Mr. and Mrs. Susan Bowes
Mr. and Mrs. Ron Brant
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Dorent
Mr. and Mrs. Edward J. Dubsky
Mr. and Mrs. William Draper
Mr. and Mrs. Jean Ezell
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Fitelson
Mr. and Mrs. Margaret Fitzgerald
Mr. and Mrs. Robert G. Folsom
Mr. and Mrs. Shawn Le Slot
Mr. and Mrs. James and Joan Douglas
Mr. and Mrs. Kaoru Goto
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Green
Mr. and Mrs. K. G. Graham
Mr. and Mrs. Karl Grigg
Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Hollinger
Mr. and Mrs. Robert McGrath
Mr. and Mrs. Lee J. McLaughlin III
Mr. and Mrs. J. Sanford and Constance Miller
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Moore
Mr. and Mrs. Albert J. Moorman
Mr. and Mrs. John Murdock
Mr. and Mrs. Louis D. Nadelman
Mr. and Mrs. Claude N. Rosenberg, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Snyder
Mr. and Mrs. Steven L. Swig
Mrs. Sylvia Coe Talk
Mr. Gregory W. Wendt

SILVER BENEFACOR ($5,000-$9,999)
Anonymous
Marlene and Alan Anderson
Mr. and Mrs. Steven B. Chase
Mrs. Leslie Ann Clement
Mr. and Mrs. Linton Denny
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Dolby
Mrs. Dorothy Eichhorn
Mr. and Mrs. Richard J. Fiesenberg
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick F. Flannery
Mr. and Mrs. B. McPherson
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Basiliani
Mrs. Olga Bean
Mr. Stephen Belford
Ms. Carole Berg
Mr. and Mrs. Evelyn Berlekap
Mr. Kenneth C. Berrera
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred and Lita Bialik
Mr. and Mrs. Alan and M. Brinkley
Mrs. Shirley A. Bristo
Mr. and Mrs. Fred and Nancy Broyer
Norren and Donna Blacker
Ms. Emily Blaut
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bousan
Mr. Arthur Breedenback
Mrs. Patricia Bresee
Mrs. Barbara K. Brown
Mr. and Mrs. Paul C. Wies
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Cameron and Ms. Shannon Page
Mrs. Mary Caprazone
Lovel and Lorraine Chang
Mr. William R. Chernow
Dr. and Mrs. William J. Compton
Calibre Canti Design
Mr. and Mrs. David Cookson
Thomas J. and Joan C. Cooney
Mrs. Alice Corning
Ms. Donna Cribb
Ms. Beatrice Cummings
Ms. Caitlin F. Curtin
Ms. Carlotta R. Daffe
Mr. Donald K. Davis
Mr. T. L. Davis and Ms. M. N. Plant
Mrs. Peter Davison
Judith and Robert De Franco
Mrs. Joan Dolems
Margaret and Paul Denning
Ms. Thalia Devereux
Ms. Jane B. Durnay
Mr. Robert T. Dunne
Mr. and Mrs. Roger D. Dunwell
Ms. Lenora A. Eager Davis
Ms. and Mrs. Joseph Erleman III
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Estill
Mr. Don Elwood
Mr. and Mrs. Robert K. Estrin
Mr. and Mrs. Christian P. Erdman
Mr. Roger Fein
Jenny and Norman Fisk
Ms. Ruth Fote
Ms. Marilyn A. Forni
Mr. Robert Forrest
Mr. Pat Fowler
Mr. and Mrs. Richard L. Fowler, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. David Frankel
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Frankel
The Friborg Family
Dr. and Mrs. Wallace Friedman
Mr. and Mrs. Frisch
Ms. Susan Johann Gludern
Ms. Kate H. Godfrey
Richard and Marcia Grand
Mr. and Mrs. Lin H. Griffith
Ms. Shelley R. Grubb
Timothy F. and E. Ann Haggerty
John and Cameron Hamilton
Alan and Wendy Harris
Mr. Kirke Hanson
Mr. George Henshaw
Mr. and Mrs. M.S. Heimreich
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Hellfond
Dr. Barbara A. and William Hershey
Ms. Betty Horner
Ms. Jerri B. Holmes
Ms. Nathalie A. Hopkins
Ms. Lamette S. Howard
Mr. Robert Hufsey
Mr. Bob Humphrey
Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Hunter, Jr.
Lyin and Harry Isbell
Belford and Dorothy Jeffries
Ms. Martina Jennings
Mr. and Mrs. L. Johnston
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Johnston
Louise and Howard Karr
Ms. Jane W. Kingsley
Ms. Nancy L. Kirsch
Dr. Thane Kerner and Dr. Steven Lovejoy
1999–2000
NATIONAL CORPORATE THEATRE FUND

ANNUAL FUND CONTRIBUTORS
The National Corporate Theatre Fund (NCTF), a 501(c)(3) organization, is a nonprofit corporation created to increase and strengthen support from the business community for the country’s most distinguished professional theatres. NCTF serves to identify and promote opportunities for the support of the following corporations and individuals through their contributions to the National Corporate Theatre Fund:

BENEFICIARY
ABC, Inc.

SUPPORTER
ADIR Corp.

PACEMAKERS
ABC, Inc.

SPECIAL PROGRAMS
Geary Theatre Tours
A.C.T. offers guided tours ($8, $8 per subscrib.
ners and seniors, $4, $4 per subscrib. of the Geary Theatre on Wednesday and Sat.
and Saturday nights. For information, call 415 749-2ACT or visit A.C.T. online.

A.C.T. EXTRAS
For information on A.C.T. Prologues, Audience Exchange, and Words on Plays audi.
ane events, please refer to the “A.C.T. Extras” page of this program.

A.I.L.
American Sign Language—orally interpreted per formances are offered throughout the season for Deaf audience members. For perfor-
ance dates and times, visit www.aact.org/community or subscribe to A.C.T.’s Deaf com-\nnity e-mail list by sending an e-mail to news@act.org. Deaf patrons may purchase tix by calling 415 749-
2ACT or via TTY at 415 749-2570.

Conservatory
A.C.T. offers instruction in a wide range of theatre disciplines. The Master of Fine Arts Program offers rigorous three-year course of study in various arts degree. The Summer Training Congress is an intensive program for those with some performing arts background. Studio A.C.T. offers evening and weekend classes, including Corporate Education Services, tailored to every level of experience. The Young Conservatory is a broad-based program for students 8–19. Call 415 499-2580 for further information.

Costume Rental
More than 10,000 costumes, from handmade period garments to modern sportswear, are available for rental. For information call 415 499-2379.

Parking
A.C.T. patrons can park for $6 at the San Francisco Hilton and Towers for up to five hours, subject to availability. Enter on 65 Geary Street, one block south of Powell Street, and follow the signs to the parking garage.
AT THE THEATER

The Geary Theater is located at 415 Geary Street. The auditorium opens 30 minutes before curtain.

A.C.T. Merchandise

Posters, sweatshirts, t-shirts, nightshirts, mugs, note cards, scripts, and cards on Sale are available for purchase in the main lobby and at the Geary Theater Box Office.

Refreshments

Bar service is available one hour before the performance in the lower lobby and on the second balcony level. Reservations for refreshments to be served at intermission may also be made at either bar or in the main lobby, during that time. Food and drink are not permitted in the auditorium.

Beepers!

If you carry a pager, beeper, cellular phone, or watch with alarm, please make sure that it is set to the "off" position while you are in the theater. Or you may leave it and your seat number with the house manager, so you can be notified if you are called.

Perfumes

The chemicals found in perfumes, colognes, and scented after-shave lotions, even in small amounts, can cause severe physical reactions in some individuals. As a courtesy to fellow patrons, please avoid the use of these products when you attend the theater.

Emergency Telephone

Leave your seat location with those who may need to reach you and have them call (415) 439-2396 in an emergency.

Latecomers

A.C.T. performances begin on time. Latecomers will be seated before intermission only if there is an appropriate interval.

Listening Systems

Headsets designed to provide clear, amplified sound anywhere in the auditorium are available free of charge in the lobby before performance. Please turn off your hearing aid when using an A.C.T. headset, as it will react to the sound system and make a disruptive noise.

Photographs and recordings of A.C.T. performances are strictly forbidden.

Restrooms are located in the lower lobby, the balcony lobby, and the uppermost lobby.

Wheelchair seating is available on all levels of the Geary Theater. Please call (415) 749-2437 in advance to notify the house staff of any special needs.

AFFILIATIONS

A.C.T. operates under an agreement between the League of Resident Theaters and Actors' Equity Association, the union of professional actors and stage managers in the United States. A.C.T. is a constituent of Theatre Communications Group, a national organization for the nonprofit professional theater. A.C.T. is a member of the League of Resident Theaters, Theatre Bay Area, Union Square Association, San Francisco Chamber of Commerce, and San Francisco Convention & Visitors Bureau. A.C.T. is a participant in the National Theatre Artist Residency Program, administered by Theatre Communications Group, the national organization for the American theater, and funded by the Pew Charitable Trusts.

A.C.T. logo designed by Landor Associates.

The director is a member of the Society of Stage Directors and Choreographers, Inc., an independent national labor union.

GRANTS A.C.T. is supported in part by grants from the National Endowment for the Arts, California Council for the Humanities and Grants for the Arts of the San Francisco Hotel Tax Fund.

A.C.T. is funded in part by the California Arts Council, a state agency.

GEARY THEATER EXITS

A Special thanks to The Foothill Theatre Company, the Nevada State Parks, Nevada Commission on Tourism, Nevada Arts Council, the Eldorado Hotel Casino and AT&T Wireless.
70% Of The World’s Roads Are Paved.
99% Of SUVs Fail To Take This Into Account.

The notable exception, of course, being the 220-horsepower Lexus RX 300. With its unibody construction and independent suspension, it’s the first luxury SUV that doesn’t ride like a truck. Simply stated, it performs on-road as well as it does off-road. After all, what use is a vehicle that can take you to the ends of the Earth if it can’t provide a civilized ride to the corner market?

bayarealexus.com

See Your Northern California Lexus Dealer or Call 1-800-USA-LEXUS